Total protein and acid phosphatase concentrations in prostatic fluid from patients with BPH compared to carcinoma.
To obtain evidence of metabolic changes in the human prostate associated with prostate pathology, in particular carcinoma of the prostate, by identifying and evaluating associated changes in prostatic secretory products. Expressed prostatic fluid (EPF) from 36 patients with carcinoma, 128 with BPH histologically confirmed, and 148 with clinical BPH was subjected to determination of protein (Lowry; UV 280 nm absorption), enzymatic (DMA modified Row procedure) acid phosphatase (AcP), and immunologically identified (Tandem-PAP immunoenzymatic assay) prostatic acid phosphatase (PAP) concentration. The important EPF findings are the following: (1) Protein concentrations (Lowry and UV determinations) are significantly increased in carcinoma as compared to histologic BPH, (2) AcP and PAP secretions remain stable in carcinoma versus BPH, and (3) AcP and PAP/Lowry protein ratios are significantly lower with carcinoma. These findings of increased protein and the decreased relative secretions of AcP and PAP to total protein (ratio) in EPF from patients with carcinoma compared to BPH support and help to characterize the diffuse metabolic alteration in the prostate associated with prostate carcinoma. EPF observations identify potential metabolic changes occurring in prostate carcinoma that may have potential clinical and investigative relevance.